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Monthly featured variables to observe in 2021!

I bet you have noticed a star twinkling in the night sky—stars can shimmer because of Earth’s atmosphere 
or air. The turbulent air surrounding our planet affects the starlight, making it look like the star is sparkling! 
But did you know that even if we traveled outside our atmosphere, and paid close attention to the stars, 
we could still see many of them change brightness?

Many of the stars we see get brighter and even fainter over various periods of time. Some stars dim, 
brighten, dim again, and so on…in less than a second! Other stars take years to vary their brightness—
and not because the star is dying. These stars are called “variable stars.” 

Explore below to see a variable star that YOU can see every month! Many of these stars can be seen from
all around the globe, but most are best viewed from the Northern Hemisphere.

All featured variable star content on this page is the result of a group effort between the AAVSO, Ball State
University, and the International Planetarium Society, with the goal of bringing more astronomy into your
home, and guiding you into making your first scientific observations! 

       

          

 

One variable star YOU can see tonight is Algol, or Beta Persei. Known to Arab astronomers 
in antiquity, they gave it the name “al Goul,” meaning “the Demon” or “the Evil One,” since it 
seemed to wink at them from time to time. The English astronomer John Goodricke is 
credited with determining that Algol has a definite dimming and brightening period.

In 1881, an American astronomer, Edward Pickering, presented convincing evidence that 
Algol is really two stars, even though they just look like one star to us. In this star system, 
one star is brighter than the other. Like clockwork, the dimmer star passes in front of 
(eclipses) the brighter star. When it does, it causes them to appear much dimmer than usual. 
We can actually see this change with our eyes. Stars like these are called “eclipsing 
variables.”

The two stars are separated by 57 million miles, about the same distance Venus lies from our 
Sun. But where Venus takes 225 days to orbit the Sun, the stars of the Algol system 
complete their orbit in about 69 hours. The duration of the eclipse lasts about eight hours. 
That means you can watch the entire eclipse within a single night, if you look at the right 
time! 

On most nights, you will be able to see Algol either get brighter or dimmer, but you won't see 
the full eclipse. Since the dimming or brightening takes only 4 hours, you should check the 
brightness of Algol every 20 to 30 minutes to follow the change. Alpha Persei and Delta 
Persei are located nearby: use them for comparison because they don’t change in brightness 
like Algol does. 

To help you explore Algol and the rest of the night sky, try using our special star 
comparison/finder chart below, our observation guide complete with tips on determining this
star's brightness from night to night, or app on your phone! Predicted times for minimum light 
may be found on your phone app, or you can simply watch it on a clear night.

  

 

 

December: Algol ("The Demon Star”)

January: Pleione in the Pleiades

February: Betelgeuse (Alpha Orionis)

March: Propus (Eta Geminorum)

April: R Leonis

May: V Hydrae

June: Y Canum Venaticorum (La Superba)

July: R Scuti

August: R Aquilae and the Summer Triangle

September: Delta Cephei

October: Mira (Omicron Ceti)

November: Epsilon Aurigae (Almaaz)

Videos

on our monthly
variables:
(The 360° videos are
interactive!)

(Please note: there are no videos for
October or November. We apologize for
any inconvenience.)

Algol in Perseus (December)

     360° video

     2K version for planetariums

     4K version for planetariums

     Audio for 2K/4K versions

Delta Cephei in Cepheus
(September)

     360° video

     2K version for planetariums

     4K version for planetariums

     Audio for 2K/4K versions

R Aquilae in Aquila (August)

     360° video

     2K version for planetariums

     4K version for planetariums

     Audio for 2K/4K versions

R Scuti in Scutum (July)

     360° video 

     2K version for planetariums

     4K version for planetariums

     Audio for 2K/4K versions

Y Canum Venaticorum in
Canes Venatici (June)

     360° video 

     2K version for planetariums

     4K version for planetariums

     Audio for 2K/4K versions

V Hydrae in Hydra (May)

     360° video

     2K version for planetariums

     4K version for planetariums

     Audio for 2K/4K versions

R Leonis in Leo (April)

     360° video

     2K version for planetariums

     4K version for planetariums

     Audio for 2K/4K versions

Propus in Gemini (March)

    360° video

     2K version for planetariums

     4K version for planetariums

     Audio for 2K/4K versions

Betelgeuse in Orion (February)

    360° video

     2K version for planetariums

     4K version for planetariums

     Audio for 2K/4K versions

Pleione in the Pleiades
(January)

    360° video

     2K version for planetariums

     4K version for planetariums

     Audio for 2K/4K versions

Questions about the
Planetarium versions?

Email planetarium@bsu.edu
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